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Abstract. Functional brain imaging has become an important neuroimaging technique for the study of brain
organization and development. Compared to other imaging techniques, diffuse optical tomography (DOT) is
a portable and low-cost technique that can be applied to infants and hospitalized patients using an atlas-
based light model. For DOT imaging, the accuracy of the forward model has a direct effect on the resulting
recovered brain function within a field of view and so the accuracy of the spatially normalized atlas-based forward
models must be evaluated. Herein, the accuracy of atlas-based DOT is evaluated on models that are spatially
normalized via a number of different rigid registration methods on 24 subjects. A multileveled approach is devel-
oped to evaluate the correlation of the geometrical and sensitivity accuracies across the full field of view as well
as within specific functional subregions. Results demonstrate that different registration methods are optimal for
recovery of different sets of functional brain regions. However, the “nearest point to point” registration method,
based on the EEG 19 landmark system, is shown to be the most appropriate registration method for image
quality throughout the field of view of the high-density cap that covers the whole of the optically accessible cortex.
© The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in
part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.NPh.2.3.035002]
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1 Introduction
Functional brain imaging techniques such as positron emission
tomography (PET) or functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) can measure the physiological activities within the
human brain to localize functional activation in response to,
for example, visual or auditory stimuli. These techniques
measure changes in neurophysiological parameters such as the
cerebral blood flow (CBF) or blood-oxygen-level-dependent
(BOLD) signal during the brain activation1–4 or while it is at
rest.5,6 The cortex can be divided into different functional
regions, such as visual and motor areas, and the functional
connectivity between regions can be computed as the correlation
between the time courses of the various brain regions.3,7,8 This
has become an important tool for the study of brain organiza-
tion and development in health and disease and is applicable to
subjects who are unable to respond to tasks such as infants or
unconscious patients.
Previous studies have shown that brain activation tasks such
as inhibiting reflexive saccades task and hierarchical language
tasks are correlated across multiple brain regions.9,10 Some neu-
rodevelopmental disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease, schizo-
phrenia and adolescent depression have also been shown to
be related to the distributed brain networks.11–14 Functional con-
nectivity brain imaging is focused on the correlation between
diverse brain regions and mapping of the functional networks.
Traditional task-based functional imaging may not be suitable
for some subjects such as unconscious patients and infants.
Resting-state functional connectivity imaging provides a task-
less approach to analyze the correlation between diverse brain
regions during spontaneous activity and mapping the resting-
state networks.10,15 Wide field imaging assesses brain activation
from multiple functional regions simultaneously and can be
used for both task-based functional connectivity and resting-
state functional connectivity imaging.
PET and fMRI are two of the most commonly used imaging
techniques for quantitative recovery of brain activity. The brain
activities can be monitored using PET, which is based on the
changes in the regional CBF1,8,16,17, and using fMRI, which is
based on the changes in the BOLD signal.2,3,18 However, PET is
contraindicated in pediatric patients because of the exposure to
ionizing radiation, and fMRI is not permitted with pacemakers
and cochlear implants because of the exposure to the strong
magnetic fields and the induced electric fields. Additionally,
the conventional imaging units of PET and fMRI may cause dis-
comfort for some patients with claustrophobia and may not be
suitable for extremely obese patients.
Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) is a near-
infrared light (NIR)-based technique which can be used to mon-
itor and map activations in the human brain by measuring the
tissue hemodynamics and oxidative metabolism in the cortex
area.19 The accuracy of fNIRS recovery, including the effect of
the registration methods in fNIRS, has been investigated in
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previous studies.20–23 However, fNIRS generally lacks spatial
information, which is a clear limitation in the analysis of
brain activation and human cortex. Diffuse optical tomography
(DOT) is a three-dimensional NIR-based imaging technique
that has shown its ability to recover brain function for an
adult within a 20-mm depth of the cortex surface by monitoring
changes in oxygenated hemoglobin and deoxygenated hemo-
globin based on the measures of transmitted/reflected NIR sig-
nal from the scalp.24 DOT is a nonionizing imaging technique
with a portable and low-cost application that can be applied to
infants and hospitalized patients and has the potential to monitor
the brain activities in real time.10
The DOT brain image recovery technique from measured
NIR data can be divided into two steps: (1) the generation of
a model which simulates the light propagation within the
human head, and (2) an inverse process for the recovery of
the brain activities which itself is based on the forward
model and the measured NIR data. Previous studies of DOT
recovery have largely relied on the use of a homogeneous
head model derived from the geometry of the head surface; how-
ever, the recovered results have generally demonstrated a low
accuracy because of the lack of internal structural information.25
DOT recovery based on a subject-specific model is a more
accurate approach, but it requires structural images from other
techniques such as MRI that are not always available.10,26,27
On the other hand, atlas-based DOT recovery has proven to
be an acceptable alternative when a subject-specific model is
not available.28–30 An atlas-based head model, generated via a
surface-based rigid registration between an atlas and the subject
head surfaces, is used as the forward model for atlas-based DOT,
the accuracy of which can directly affect the recovery of brain
activation.
In DOT brain activation recovery, the measured NIR data on
the surface of the head is related linearly to the small changes in
internal optical properties via a sensitivity matrix (also known as
a Jacobian matrix or weight matrix), which contains a set of
values defined as the sensitivity of the measured NIR data to a
small change in optical property (details in Sec. 2.3). The analy-
sis of this sensitivity map within the head model can be used
to evaluate the accuracy of the forward model for atlas-based
DOT. Previous studies of whole head sensitivity analysis in
DOT have included the effect of the source-and-detector loca-
tion on the sensitivity of NIR data to different brain regions. The
study of Cooper et al.29 on whole head sensitivity analysis uses
a source-and-detector array, which covers the visual, auditory
and motor functional brain regions to distinguish the highly sen-
sitive areas of the subject’s brain accessible to the source-and-
detector array. The study of Giacometti et al.31 on whole head
sensitivity analysis uses a whole head source-and-detector cap
based on an EEG 10/5 landmark system and evaluates the over-
all sensitivity of the whole cortex and the sensitivity in different
brain regions based on a contrast-to-noise ratio analysis. This
study showed that most brain regions have a relatively high sen-
sitivity (>50%) for DOT, though some regions presented lower
sensitivity due to the variation in skull and scalp thickness.
In this paper, a whole head sensitivity analysis of DOT is
used for the evaluation of atlas-based DOT. The atlas-based
head models are generated using a number of different rigid
registration methods. The overall sensitivity of the whole adult
cortex within the field of view (typically 20-mm deep given
the high-density (HD) source–detector configuration used in
this study) and the sensitivity value in different brain regions
using the atlas-based model and subject-specific model are
evaluated and compared. The correlations of the geometrical
and sensitivity accuracies for different regions are evaluated.
2 Methods
The simulation of NIR light propagation in the human head can
be achieved using an anatomical model of the subject. In this
study, a finite element model (FEM) of the head having multiple
regions is used as the forward model using the NIRFAST
software package which uses the diffusion approximation with
index-mismatched type III boundary condition.32 A subject-
specific model requires anatomical information of the subject
head, often obtained from structural MRI. When the MRI is
not available, the geometry and internal structures from an
atlas-based model can be used as an alternative,28–30 generated
by registering an atlas model to the subject.
2.1 Layered Head Mesh
For both subject-specific and the atlas-based models, the for-
ward model is generated using a segmenting-meshing process
of the MRI of the subject or the atlas. The segmenting-meshing
process can be divided into three steps. First, MRI scans from
the atlas model or a given subject is segmented into five tissue
types (skin, bone, CSF, gray, and white matter) by the statistical
parametric mapping (SPM) software package based on the tis-
sue distribution probability maps and the pixel intensity of
the MRI scans.33,34 Second, five masks are generated based on
the five-region-segmented scans using the NIRVIEW35 and
NIRFAST software packages.32 Third, layered FEM volumetric
meshes are created based on the five masks by NIRFASTand the
optical properties are assigned to each node in the mesh, based
on its tissue type. Although the optical properties for each tissue
type may vary for individual subjects, the same set of hetero-
geneous optical properties is applied to all of the individual
meshes in this study to ensure the consistency of the evaluation
and comparison. The set of optical properties used in this study
at 750 nm are based on the previous works which are commonly
used as shown in Table 1.36–39
2.2 Atlas-Based Models
The generation process of atlas-based models in this work relies
on a surface-based rigid registration of the atlas mesh to the
subject and is summarized in Fig. 1. Based on the segment-
ing-meshing process outlined above, an atlas mesh and a sub-
ject-specific mesh from each subject MRI scan are generated
separately. The surfaces of the two meshes are then extracted
Table 1 Head tissue optical properties at 750 nm.
μa ðmm−1Þ∕μ 0s ðmm−1Þ∕refractive index
Scalp 0.0170∕0.74∕1.33
Skull 0.0116∕0.94∕1.33
CSF 0.004∕0.3∕1.33
Gray matter 0.0180∕0.84∕1.33
White matter 0.0167∕1.19∕1.33
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and registered together. The registered atlas mesh is then trans-
formed by applying the affine transformation matrix generated
in the registration process to the original atlas mesh. The regis-
tered atlas mesh is then used as the atlas-based head mesh in
this study.
Registration methods used in this study are focused on the
head surface-based rigid registration. Although nonrigid regis-
tration methods have also been used for the registration of
atlas-based DOT brain imaging, most require some internal
structural information of the subject, which is often not avail-
able. Nonrigid registration methods can also be applied using
external landmarks; however, since nonrigid registration is more
localized than rigid registration, it tends to require more fiducial
markers, and it can be more computationally intensive.30,40
Therefore, rigid registration methods based only on external
landmarks are used in this study. The registration process can
be divided into two steps. First, external fiducial point sets
(landmarks) are extracted from the surfaces of the atlas and
the subject mesh, based on the same landmark system. Second,
the minimization of the distance between the two landmarks sets
is processed based on an optimization algorithm. The affine
transformation matrix, which is used to transform from the
atlas space to the subject space, is generated for the registration
process.
Different registration methods can be used based on different
landmark systems or different optimization algorithms. The
registration methods used specifically in this study are created
based on four different landmark systems and three different
optimization algorithms as well as one line-fitting-based regis-
tration (Fig. 2). The basic-4-landmark system contains fiducial
points extracted manually from four anatomically specified
points: the nasion, the inion, and the two temples. EEG 19
and EEG 40 landmark systems contain 19 and 40 landmarks
extracted based on the EEG 10/20 system and EEG 10/5 system.
A full-head-landmark system contains 700 landmarks extracted
uniformly across the whole head surface area under the source-
and-detector cap (details in Sec. 2.4). The basic-4-landmark-
based registration method generates the transformation matrix
based on a noniterative optimization algorithm using the corre-
sponding relationship between the two sets of landmarks from
the subject and the registration target [the noniterative point to
point (nP2P) optimization algorithm]. The nP2P algorithm is
also used in the registration algorithm based on EEG 19,
EEG 40, and full-head landmark systems. An iterative optimi-
zation algorithm using the corresponding relationship between
landmarks sets [point to point (P2P) optimization algorithm]
and an iterative optimization algorithm based on the closest
point [iterative closest point (ICP) optimization algorithm] is
additionally used for EEG 19, EEG 40, and full-head landmark
systems. The line-fitting-based registration method generates
the transformation matrix by optimizing the fitting of three
curves (a temple to temple curve, a nasion to inion curve,
Fig. 1 Workflow of creating a registered atlas-based mesh.
Fig. 2 Set of different Landmark systems used for registration: (a) basic 4, (b) EEG 19, (c) EEG 40, (d) full
head, (e) line, and (f) sphere 19.
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and a circumferential line connecting all four points) as
extracted from the head surfaces of the subject and the target.
This gives rise to 11 registration methods consisting of basic-4-
landmark, EEG 19 nP2P, EEG 19 P2P, EEG ICP, EEG 40 nP2P,
EEG 40 P2P, EEG 40 ICP, full-head-landmark nP2P, full-head-
landmark P2P, full-head-landmark ICP, and line-fitting registra-
tion methods, further details of which are covered in depth
elsewhere.41
Additionally, a spherical coordinate landmark system has
also been used which defines a spherical coordinate system
based on three fiducial points (the nasion and the left and right
temple points) and extracts arbitrary points from the subject
scalp as landmarks based on the spherical coordinates. This
approach may be considered practically easier to apply than
those outlined above.42–44 For this purpose, 19 spherical coor-
dinate landmarks using nP2P, P2P, and ICP [Fig. 2(f)] are also
used for the registration of the atlas model (named SpnP2p,
SpP2p, and SpICP, respectively) and are evaluated and com-
pared with the 11 registration methods outlined above.
2.3 Sensitivity Matrix for Image Recovery
The model-based light propagation for brain DOT relies on a
forward model which contains the internal structure and optical
properties of the subject. The accuracy of the light propagation
can be evaluated based on the spatially varying sensitivity of
NIR boundary data to the spatially varying optical property. The
sensitivity matrix contains the sensitivity of the NIR boundary
data of each measurement to the optical property of each mesh
node. The sensitivity of NIR boundary data to the optical prop-
erty can be represented as
JΔμ ¼ ΔΦ; (1)
where Δμ is the change in tissue property ΔΦ, is the change in
boundary data, and J is the sensitivity matrix. For continuous
wave DOT, the sensitivity matrix is defined as
J ¼
2
6664
∂ ln I1
∂μa1
∂ ln I1
∂μa2
· · · ∂ ln I1∂μaNN
∂ ln I2
∂μa1
∂ ln I2
∂μa2
· · · ∂ ln I2∂μaNN
· · · · · · : : : · · ·
∂ ln INM
∂μa1
∂ ln INM
∂μa2
· · · ∂ ln INM∂μaNN
3
7775; (2)
where ln I is the log amplitude of boundary data, μa is the
absorption property, NN is the number of nodes, and NM is
the number of measurements. The total sensitivity of all mea-
surements at each spatial point of the model is used for the
evaluation and comparison of sensitivity accuracy in this study,
which is defined as
Jtotal;n ¼
XNM
i¼1
Jn;i; (3)
where Jtotal;n is the total sensitivity value at node n for all mea-
surements and Jn;i is the sensitivity value of measurement i and
node n.
2.4 Simulation Experiments
For the evaluation of the rigid registration methods for the atlas-
based whole head DOT, a simulation experiment is designed
based on 14 female and 10 male individual subjects with a
mean age of 26 ð4Þ and using the ICBM 2009a Nonlinear
Symmetric T1w modality atlas model.45,46 Subject specific ana-
tomical T1-weighted MPRAGE [echo time ðTEÞ ¼ 3.13 ms,
repetition time ðTRÞ ¼ 2400 ms, flip angle ¼ 8 deg, 1 × 1 ×
1 mm3 isotropic voxels] scans were acquired for each subject
(subsequently referred to as T1). All subjects passed MR screen-
ing to ensure their safe participation. Informed consent was
obtained and the research was approved by the Human
Research Protection Office at Washington University School of
Medicine. The 5-layer-head meshes with ∼400;000 nodes
corresponding to ∼2;390;000 linear tetrahedral elements are
generated based on the T1 MRI data of the 24 subjects to pro-
vide the subject-specific meshes. The atlas model is then utilized
Fig. 3 High-density source-and-detector cap for an example head surface.
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to generate the atlas-based mesh to be used for registration. The
atlas mesh is registered to each subject individually using the
rigid registration methods outlined above. The optical properties
of the five tissue regions in Table 1 are then applied to all of
the 336 registered atlas meshes (24 subjects × 14 registration
methods). An HD source–detector cap with 158 sources and
166 detectors (Fig. 3) is then placed on the surface of all meshes
where the sources and detectors in the cap are uniformly distrib-
uted on the surfaces of the head and cover the entire surface area
above the brain. For all 360 meshes (336 atlas based and 24
subject specific), the sensitivity matrices are then calculated
using the first to fourth nearest neighbor measurements at
1.0, 2.2, 3.0, and 3.6 cm source–detector distance on the HD
source–detector cap, respectively.47
The accuracy of the registration methods can be evaluated by
the geometrical accuracy of the registered atlas mesh as com-
pared to the subject-specific mesh. The geometrical accuracy
is calculated by the distance from each surface node of the sub-
ject-specific mesh to its closest surface node of the registered
atlas mesh. The surface region under the HD cap is considered
as the region of interest (ROI) for the analyses. The average dis-
tances across the head surface within the ROI are calculated
based on the registered atlas mesh for all 14 registration methods
for all 24 subjects.
The accuracy of the light propagation is evaluated by the
accuracy of the sensitivity matrix for each registered atlas
mesh. The sensitivity accuracy is calculated by the comparison
of sensitivity matrices between the registered atlas mesh and the
subject-specific mesh. Specifically, for the evaluation, the sen-
sitivity matrices are generated based on the registered atlas and
the subject-specific mesh separately for the HD source–detector
cap and then the values within the ROI are selected by utilizing
only the sensitivity values on the surface of the cortex which are
higher than 1% of the maximum value.48 The total sensitivity is
then calculated for all source/detector measurements [Eq. (3)]
and these are mapped to the same uniform grid using a linear
interpolation function. The total sensitivity values from these
two matrices are then compared on this voxel basis.
The correlation of the geometrical and sensitivity error is also
evaluated in this study for the analysis of the registration method
on the accuracy of light propagation model. Different regions of
the head can have different geometry–sensitivity correlations;
therefore, a unified analysis based on the EEG 10/20 system
region segmentation is used for the evaluation.31 This region
segmentation is divided into three steps: First, 19 landmarks
are extracted from the surface of each head mesh based on the
EEG 10/20 system and they are numbered as 1 to 19. Second,
the distance from each node within the mesh to all of the 19
landmarks is calculated and the closest landmark of each
node is selected. Third, all the nodes are then labelled based on
their closest landmarks and nodes with the same label are con-
sidered as the same region. Nineteen regions are then generated
based on the EEG 10/20 system. The geometrical and sensitivity
error are calculated separately for each region and the correla-
tion is compared for each region.
3 Results
3.1 Evaluation of the Geometry Accuracy
Each of the considered registration methods is evaluated by the
use of a geometrical accuracy analysis of the registered atlas
Fig. 4 An example of geometry error based on three registrationmethods for an example subject: (a) pos-
terior view, (b) right view, and (c) top view.
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mesh onto the subject-specific mesh. The geometrical accuracy
is defined as the external surface distances between the regis-
tered atlas and the subject-specific mesh on every surface
node within the ROI. The geometrical error of three registration
methods (basic-4-landmark registration, EEG 19 ICP registra-
tion, and full-head-landmark registration) for the same subject
is shown in Fig. 4 as an example. As is evident, qualitatively,
the basic-4-landmark registration method has the highest geo-
metrical error (∼10 mm) among the three shown registration
methods. For all shown registration methods, the error varies
spatially: using the basic-4-landmark registration method, the
upper middle surface area has a relatively high-geometrical
error while the back and temple surface areas have a relatively
low error. For the EEG 19 ICP registration method, the upper
middle and the back surface area have a relatively high-geomet-
rical error, whereas the front surface area has a relatively low-
geometrical error. For full-head-landmark system nP2P registra-
tion method, the upper front and upper back surface areas have a
relatively high-geometrical error, whereas the lower side surface
area has a relatively low-geometrical error.
The complete evaluation of the registration accuracy is based
on the average surface distance of the registered atlas mesh for
all 24 subjects as compared to the subject-specific mesh (Fig. 5).
Of the utilized 14 registration methods, the full-head-landmark
nP2P registration method with 1.5 ð0.5Þmm average surface
distance has the best average geometrical accuracy while the
basic-4-landmark registration with 4 ð1Þ mm average surface
distance has the worst accuracy. The three 19 spherical coordi-
nate landmarks-based registration with a 3.2 ð0.5Þ mm aver-
age surface distance are the second least accurate registration
methods. The line-fitting registration has a 2.3 ð0.5Þ mm aver-
age surface distance. The full-head-landmark P2P and ICP
registration methods have a 2.2 mm average surface distance,
but they show a variation of 1.5 mm, which is the largest differ-
ence among all subjects. The other six registration methods
(EEG 19 and 40 landmark system with nP2P, P2P, and ICP
registration methods) are less accurate with 2 ð0.5Þ mm aver-
age surface distances.
3.2 Geometry Accuracy of the Gray Matter
Because of the error from the registration methods and the under-
lying differences between the internal structures of the atlas and
subject-specific model, the final registration of the internal struc-
ture of the registered atlas mesh can also be inaccurate. This inac-
curacy of the internal structure can be evaluated based on the
geometrical analysis of gray matter registration itself. The geo-
metrical accuracy of the gray matter is defined as the geometric
distance between gray matter surfaces of the registered atlas mesh
and the subject-specific mesh on each surface (gray matter) node.
The surface nodes of the gray matter are selected for both the
registered atlas mesh and the subject-specific mesh and the
Euclidean distance is then calculated by the distance from
each gray matter surface node of the subject-specific mesh and
its closest gray matter surface node on the registered atlas mesh.
As the geometrical accuracy varies in different areas of the gray
matter, a structural regional map based on the previous studies
and landmark structure such as the central sulcus and the lateral
fissure is used on the cortex to aid spatial discrimination of the
error seen in different areas (Fig. 6).49,50 This brain regional map
contains four different lobes: the occipital, temporal, parietal,
and frontal lobes, and it is used for a better analysis of the
gray matter geometrical accuracy for different brain areas.
The geometrical accuracy of the gray matter registration for
an example subject, based on three registration methods (basic-
4-landmark, EEG 19 ICP, and full-head-landmark), is shown in
Fig. 7. For the entire gray matter surface within the ROI, the
basic-4-landmark registration method has the lowest accuracy
among the three registration methods with a 5 mm maximum
surface distance. For all three registration methods shown,
the geometrical accuracy of gray matter varies for different func-
tional areas of the brain. For the basic-4-landmark registration
method, the brain areas near the temporal, prefrontal, and occipi-
tal cortex regions have better accuracy as compared to others,
Fig. 5 Evaluation of geometrical errors based on 24 subjects. The
central (red) lines represent the median, the box plots represent
the 25th and 75th percentiles, whereas the whiskers present 2.7
standard deviations. Outliers are presented as red crosses.
Fig. 6 Brain functional regions used for geometrical representation. (a) posterior view, (b) right view, and
(c) top view.
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whereas the areas near the central cortex region (area adjoining
frontal and parietal cortex regions) have the lowest accuracy.
For the EEG 19 landmark system with ICP registration method,
the areas near the temporal and prefrontal cortex regions have
the best accuracy as compared to the other parts of the cortex,
whereas the areas near the occipital cortex region have the low-
est. For the full-head-landmark system with nP2P registration
method, the areas near the occipital and temporal cortex regions
have the best accuracy, whereas the areas near the superior
frontal and superior parietal cortex regions have the lowest.
However, due to the complex structure of the gray matter (such
as the gyri), the gray matter surface accuracy may not fully re-
present the geometrical accuracy of the cortex registration itself.
3.3 Evaluation of the Sensitivity Accuracy
The accuracy of light propagation of the registered atlas mesh is
evaluated based on the comparison between the sensitivity
matrices from the subject-specific and the registered atlas mesh.
The ROI for this evaluation is selected as the region within the
gray matter with a sensitivity value higher than 1% of the maxi-
mum. Since the geometry of the subject-specific gray matter
and the registered atlas gray matter will differ, some areas are
excluded in the registered atlas mesh since there will be no
common overlap in these areas. For the comparison, therefore,
the sensitivity values of the registered atlas mesh, which have
been excluded, are set as 0.
As shown above, since the accuracy of geometrical registra-
tion varies for different brain regions, the sensitivity accuracy
could also vary for different regions. The sensitivity errors
of the cortex for one example subject, based on the three differ-
ent registration methods are shown in Fig. 8. For all brain
regions, the basic-4-landmark registration has the overall lowest
sensitivity accuracy: the occipital cortex region has better
accuracy as compared to other regions and the areas near the
central cortex region have the lowest accuracy. For the EEG
19 landmark system with ICP registration method, the areas
near the temporal and prefrontal cortex regions show better
accuracy as compared to other regions, whereas the areas near
the occipital and superior parietal cortex regions have a lower
accuracy. For the full-head-landmark system with nP2P registra-
tion method, the areas near the temporal cortex region have a
better accuracy as compared to other regions, whereas the areas
near the superior frontal and superior parietal cortex regions
have a lower accuracy. It is worth noting that the sensitivity
accuracy distribution for different brain regions is similar to
the geometrical accuracy distribution.
To fully quantify the evaluation of the sensitivity error for all
14 registration methods based on all 24 subjects, the sensitivity
error across all brain regions is shown in Fig. 9. All registration
methods have, on average, a sensitivity error of no more than
50%. The full-head-landmark nP2P registration method has a
32 ð8Þ% average sensitivity error, which is the most accurate
registration method based on the sensitivity accuracy. The line
fitting registration and basic-4-landmark registration have
50 ð10Þ% average sensitivity error, which are the least accurate
methods. The three 19 spherical coordinates landmarks-based
registrations have a 50 ð15Þ% average sensitivity error and
have lower accuracy as compared to the other registration meth-
ods. The full-head-landmark P2P and ICP registration methods
have a 40 ð20Þ% average sensitivity error, which shows the
largest difference among all subjects. The other six registration
methods (EEG 19 and 40 landmark system with nP2P, P2P, ICP
registration methods) have similar accuracies with 35 ð5Þ%
average sensitivity error, which are more accurate than the
full-head-landmark P2P and ICP registration methods.
Compared to other registration methods, the basic-4-
landmark registration and the three 19 spherical coordinates
Fig. 7 An example of gray matter geometry errors based on three registration methods for an example
subject: (a) posterior view, (b) right view, and (c) top view.
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landmarks registration methods have a clear disadvantage for
both geometrical and sensitivity accuracies. Therefore, for the
remainder of the analysis, the three 19 spherical coordinates-
based landmarks registration methods are not considered, but
since the basic-4-landmark registration relies on a minimum
number of required landmarks, it will be included for analysis.
3.4 Correlation Between Geometry and Sensitivity
Accuracies
Based on the analyses of the geometrical and sensitivity accu-
racies on the 24 subjects, there may exist some correlation
between these measures. A correlation analyses is performed
for the registration methods between the geometrical and sensi-
tivity accuracies on the whole head using the average surface
distance error and the average sensitivity error (Fig. 10). As is
evident, there is no strict linear relationship between the geomet-
rical and sensitivity accuracies; however, the accuracy of the
registration methods can be further classified. The full-head-
landmark nP2P registration is considered as the most accurate
method for both the geometrical and the sensitivity accuracies,
and the basic-4-landmark registration is considered as the
least accurate method. The full-head-landmark P2P and ICP
Fig. 8 An example of sensitivity percentage error of the cortex based on three registration methods for
an example subject: (a) posterior view, (b) right view, and (c) top view.
Fig. 9 Evaluation of sensitivity errors of the cortex based on 24
subjects.
Fig. 10 Correlation between geometry error and sensitivity errors
based on 24 subjects and registration methods.
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registration and line-fitting registration methods have lower
accuracy as compared to the other registration methods.
The analysis based on one example subject has shown that
the geometrical and sensitivity accuracies can vary for different
brain regions of the human brain. Therefore, there may be some
classification for the correlation between these parameters on
different brain regions. The 19 head regions within the ROI,
based on the EEG 10/20 system, are used for the classification
of the correlation of all 24 subjects (Fig. 11). The average geo-
metrical and sensitivity accuracies for each subject are used for
each region, separately, for all registration methods for all sub-
jects and the correlation and strength (strength meaning magni-
tude, i.e., a higher strength would mean that a small change in
one parameter will result in a large change in the other) between
the geometrical and sensitivity accuracies are generated for each
region. An example of these errors in relatively highly correlated
and low correlated regions is shown in Figs. 12 and 13. For the
high correlation region (region 2) with R2 ¼ 0.95, the basic-4-
landmark registration and full-head-landmark nP2P registration
have the lowest geometrical error (∼2 0.5 mm). They also
have the lowest sensitivity error (∼35 7%). Line fitting regis-
tration has the highest geometrical error (∼3 mm) and sensitiv-
ity error (∼60%). For this region, there is a clear linear
relationship between the geometrical and the sensitivity accura-
cies for each of the registration methods. For the low correlation
region (region 6) with R2 ¼ 0.78, full-head-landmark nP2P
registration has the lowest geometrical error (∼1.5 mm) and the
lowest sensitivity error (∼30%). But the EEG 19 and 40 land-
mark-based registration methods also have a relatively low-geo-
metrical error (∼1.7 mm) and sensitivity error (∼30%). In this
region, there are no significant advantages in the accuracies of
the geometrical and sensitivity among the registration methods.
The full-head-landmark P2P and ICP registration and the line-
fitting registration have a ∼1.7 ð1Þ mm geometry error and
∼40 ð20Þ% sensitivity error, showing the largest accuracy dif-
ference across all of the 24 subjects. The basic-4-landmark
registration with the highest geometrical error (∼6.2 mm) and
the highest sensitivity error (∼68%) has a clear disadvantage
among all of the registration methods. However, there is no
clear linear relationship between the geometrical and the sensi-
tivity accuracies from the registration methods.
The correlation and strengths of all the 19 brain regions
based on all of the 24 subjects with 11 of the registration meth-
ods are shown in Figs. 14 and 15. The correlation for the 19
regions varies from R2 ¼ 0.7 to R2 ¼ 0.98 and the strength
for the 19 regions varies from 4 to 26 (the higher the strength,
the higher the sensitivity error for a given geometrical error).
Regions around the top of the head, which is near to the central
cortex region, and the forehead, which is near the prefrontal cor-
tex region, have a lower correlation and lower strength as com-
pared to other head regions. Region 8 in the top middle part of
the head has a correlation of R2 ¼ 0.78 and strength of 4 and it is
one of the low correlation and low strength regions. Regions
around the temples, which are near the temporal cortex region,
have higher correlation and higher strengths as compared to
other head regions. Region 2 near the right temple has a corre-
lation of R2 ¼ 0.98 and strength of 26 and it is one of the highest
correlation and high strength regions.
4 Discussion
Atlas-based DOT requires a subject-specific model based on the
registration of the atlas model. The accuracy of the registration
can directly affect the accuracy of the atlas-based model, and
therefore, affect the accuracy of the simulated light propagation.
Accuracy of the registration is evaluated using the geometrical
accuracy of the registered atlas, and the accuracy of the light
propagation is evaluated by the accuracy of the sensitivity
matrix as generated from the registered atlas model.
Quantitative evaluation based on the whole head within the
source-and-detector cap region using an HD cap is performed on
24 subjects and different rigid registration methods. Of these
registration methods, 11 were based on either basic 4 or EEG-
based landmarks and three were based on spherical coordinates
as derived from three landmark systems. Of these, two different
Fig. 11 Outline of the EEG 10/20-based head regions within the ROI for geometrical and sensitivity
analysis.
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methods, generally the spherical coordinate landmark registra-
tion methods, even though in a practical setting they may be
easier to define, did not perform as well as the EEG-based algo-
rithms when considering the geometrical surface errors as well
as the calculated sensitivity errors. This could be primarily due
to the fact that using the spherical coordinates-based algorithms,
landmarks are chosen arbitrarily and may not be best suited for
registration as compared to well-defined EEG-based landmarks.
The full-head-landmark nP2P registration method has the
most accurate method on both parameters (geometry and light
propagation) among all registration methods. The line fitting
registration and basic-4-landmark registration have the least
accurate methods on the sensitivity with the line-fitting registra-
tion showing a slight advantage over the basic-4-landmark
registration. The full-head-landmark P2P and ICP registration
methods show the largest difference among different subjects
for both of the parameters evaluated. All other registration meth-
ods show similar accuracies and they are more accurate than
either the full-head-landmark P2P or ICP registration methods
based on both evaluations.
The accuracy of the registration is not uniformly distributed
through different brain regions. The difference of accuracies
between the regions can be caused by the distribution of the
landmarks, which is the only basis of the optimization in the
registration process. For example, the occipital cortex region
contains one of the four landmarks in the basic-4-landmark sys-
tem (the inion), which holds 25% of all landmarks in the regis-
tration. Because of this clear advantage over other regions, the
occipital cortex region is one of the most accurately registered
regions based on the registration method with basic-4-landmark
system. However, the occipital cortex region does not show
such an advantage when using a uniformly distributed landmark
Fig. 12 Region 2 variation based on Fig. 11 showing a high correla-
tion and medium strength (slope). (a) Evaluation of geometrical errors
in region 2, (b) evaluation of sensitivity errors of the cortex in region 2,
and (c) correlation between geometry error and sensitivity errors in
region 2.
Fig. 13 Region 6 variation based on Fig. 11 showing a low correlation
and high strength (slope). (a) Evaluation of geometrical errors in
region 6, (b) evaluation of sensitivity errors of the cortex in region
6, and (c) correlation between geometry error and sensitivity errors
in region 6.
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system such as the EEG 19 landmark system. In the EEG 19
landmark system, the occipital cortex region contains two of the
19 landmarks, which holds only 10.5% of all landmarks in the
registration and it does not show a clear advantage over other
regions. Furthermore, the location and extraction of the EEG 19
landmark can introduce additional spatial estimation errors51,52
which can also decrease the registration accuracy.
Although there is no clear linear relationship between the
accuracies of geometry and light propagation, there are some
similarities between the registration methods on both evaluation
criteria. The results from the region-based correlation analyses
of the two measures of accuracies shows that the correlation
value R2 varies from 0.7 to 0.98 through all of the defined
19 brain regions with most regions having a relatively high
correlation. The two regions on the forehead show the lowest
correlation value as these two regions contain some features
which are hard to register. This can increase the geometrical
inaccuracy in this region without large effects on the sensitivity
accuracy.
Based on the analysis above, the most appropriate registra-
tion method varies for activities located in different functional
brain regions. For example, the full-head-landmark nP2P regis-
tration method is the most accurate method for the central cortex
region, whereas the basic-4-landmark registration method is the
most accurate method for the temporal cortex region. Therefore,
the registration method should be selected based on the location
Fig. 14 Correlation between geometrical and sensitivity errors in all EEG 10/20-based head regions.
Fig. 15 Strength of geometrical and sensitivity errors in all EEG 10/20-based head regions.
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of the brain activities. For the whole cortex recovery, the full-
head-landmark nP2P registration method is the most accurate
method. However, the extraction of the full-head-landmark and
the registration process are more time consuming than the other
registration methods. Since the EEG 19 registration-based meth-
ods with a small disadvantage in registration accuracy are more
efficient as compared to the full-head-landmark nP2P registra-
tion method, it is the most appropriate registration method for
the whole cortex recovery. Although there is little difference in
the accuracy between EEG 19 ICP, EEG 19 P2P, and EEG 19
nP2P registration methods, the iterative algorithms are more
computationally demanding than the noniterative algorithms.
Therefore, the EEG 19 nP2P registration method is a more effi-
cient method as compared to EEG 19 P2P and EEG 19 ICP
registration methods. We have previously shown that an error
of ∼30% within the sensitivity matrix was acceptable for the
recovery of focal activations from the visual cortex with less
than a 4.50 mm accuracy in localization.34 It is, therefore,
expected that similar results can be achieved for the whole cor-
tex imaging using the EEG 19 nP2P registration method.
5 Conclusions
Atlas-based DOT in brain activation recovery, which is not con-
strained by the information of internal structure of the subject
and relies only on the NIR data, is an emerging functional neuro-
imaging technology. The registration accuracy and its effect on
the recovery result have been investigated in the past few years
with studies which have been focused on the registration accu-
racy and recovery accuracy in localized areas.28–30 There are
also studies of the comparison between nonrigid registration
and rigid registration methods for the human head.40,53 In this
paper, 19 rigid registration methods are evaluated and compared
with the registration and the sensitivity accuracies are analyzed
based on the whole head. It is shown that DOT recovery based
on the atlas model and surface landmarks can provide a recovery
result with an acceptable accuracy for the whole human cortex.
It also demonstrates that a typical landmark-based registration
method, such as EEG 19 nP2P registration, has an acceptable
accuracy over the whole cortex region, but appropriate registra-
tion methods with a higher accuracy for the recovery of certain
brain activation under investigation should be selected based on
the functional brain regions involved.
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